13TH ANNUAL
EXPERIENCE, STRENGTH & HOPE AWARDS®

HONORING
ED BEGLEY, JR.
AUTHOR OF
TO THE TEMPLE OF TRANQUILITY...AND STEP ON IT!

HOST: PAULA POUNDSTONE
PRESENTER: JOHN TAYLOR
PERFORMANCE: WENDY LIEBMAN

SKIRBALL CULTURAL CENTER
LOS ANGELES, CA
WEDNESDAY, DECEMBER 6, 2023
The Guest House Ocala provides unparalleled, premier-quality treatment to those who suffer from self-defeating behaviors brought on by trauma and its underlying issues.
HOST: Paula Poundstone

Previous Experience, Strength and Hope Awards recipient:
Courtney Friel

Spoken Word Performance: James Black

Presenter: Joanna Cassidy

Previous Experience, Strength and Hope Awards recipient:
John Taylor

Honoree: Ed Begley, Jr.

Musical Inspiration: Julian Velard

Producer/Director: Leonard Buschel

Presenter: Tony Denison

REEL Recovery Award Recipient: Meredith Johnston

Headliner: Wendy Liebman
Writers in Treatment

Writers In Treatment (WIT) offers free referrals to local and national treatment providers for individuals suffering from alcoholism and/or addiction. We publish the weekly Addiction/ Recovery eBulletin® and produce the national REEL Recovery Film Festival & Symposium® and the Experience, Strength & Hope Awards Show.®

Writers In Treatment produces and presents culturally significant events dedicated to improving the quality of recovery by reducing stigmas associated with alcoholism and addiction. We believe it's important for people in recovery, and those on the cusp, to have entertaining and culturally stimulating events that inspire enthusiasm for clean and sober living.

The REEL Recovery Film Festival & Symposium®
A multi-city event celebrating films that focus on addiction, alcoholism, mental health issues and recovery. The festival and symposium offer direct interaction with filmmakers, addiction specialists, people in recovery, their loved ones and others who share an appreciation for films that honestly portray the journey through addiction to recovery, and the valuable life lessons learned.

Writers in Treatment
Leonard Lee Buschel: Founder/Director
Chris Lukather: Graphic Designer
Kara Johnson: Videographer
John & Audra West: Inspiration

P.O. Box 1745, Studio City, CA 91614
818-762-0461
www.writersintreatment.org
Calling All Filmmakers:

Bring your cinematic vision to life with over 5,300 square feet of production space while paying it forward for youth impacted by foster care.

As a social enterprise, KITS Production Studio with Purpose leverages the tools and labor income of the entertainment industry - $43 billion in labor revenue annually - to provide racial and economic equity to Los Angeles’s most underserved youth through workplace training in film production. Incomes impact outcomes like these:

$40%

OF YOUTH IN FOSTER CARE END UP IN JAIL, HOMELESS OR DEAD WITHIN 3 YEARS OF AGING OUT OF THE SYSTEM

$1M

TOTAL ANNUAL COST FOR UNDER-INVESTING IN A SINGLE FOSTER YOUTH AGING OUT (23,000 FOSTER YOUTH AGE OUT EVERY YEAR)

9x

UNHOUSED YOUTH WHO HAVE EXPERIENCED FOSTER CARE ARE ALMOST NINE TIMES AS LIKELY TO HAVE BEEN IN DRUG TREATMENT

Generating incomes. Impacting outcomes.

To date, in 2023, KITS has made direct payments of more than $200,000 to our alums thus far!

About Kids In The Spotlight (KITS)

Founded in 2009, KITS is a Los Angeles County-based non-profit organization that helps youth impacted by foster care heal and grow from trauma through the power of storytelling and filmmaking. KITS provides a year-round flagship Script-to-Screen program that empowers foster and underserved youth ages 12-24 to write, cast, and star in their own short films, telling their stories their way.

KITS aims to create a pipeline of young Black and Brown leaders in positions of decision-making power. This pipeline is built through KITS’ workforce development and youth services programs connecting youth in and/or from foster care with ongoing professional training, internships, and careers in the entertainment industry. The goal is to pursue economic stability and create generational wealth for Black and Brown youth impacted by foster care.
Congratulations to

ED BEGLEY, JR.

for his unending service to
the recovery community.

GLOBAL SOBER SERIES

The Global Sober Series brings you on a global journey, leading you to interesting people and places…

global-sober-series.com
Vanity Wellness would like to congratulate honoree

ED BEGLEY, JR.

and thank him for all his service to the community

We Specialize in Detox, Residential, and Outpatient Treatment

19935 Ventura Blvd., 1st Fl, Woodland Hills, CA 91364
info@vanitywellnesscenter.com • (866) 587-1737
vanitywellnesscenter.com
Fun at the REEL Recovery Film Festivals
Advertise on the Addiction/Recovery eBulletin®
Reach over 22,000 weekly subscribers with a 45% open rate!

For more information, call Leonard at (818) 762-0461
At the absolute lowest point in my life and desperate for help, I made a call to WIT. To my shock, I got a call back. Someone, who I had never met, was offering me help and wanted nothing in return. Within days I was enrolled in a 90-day intensive outpatient program. Without exaggeration, Writers In Treatment put me on a path to recovery. One I have been following now for 17 months. After 21 years of alcohol.
—M. Kelly, Hollywood, CA

To Writers In Treatment and Casa de las Amigas—I have to thank both for my time at Casa, Writers In Treatment for making my treatment possible, and Casa for helping me and teaching me that drugs are not my problem, only a solution to my malady of living life. Both have saved my life.
—Crystal N., New York, NY

I just wanted to express my immense gratitude for not only helping me, but probably for saving my life. Your help has been a Godsend, as I am truly grateful to have this opportunity for change and a new life. So, thank you and your organization for enriching not only my life, but also my soul, and for giving me another chance at life and happiness. That chance, I am taking.
—Erica M., Dallas, TX

Writers In Treatment, and Mr. Buschel especially, were instrumental in forcing myself to really re-examine my life to the point where obvious changes had to be made. Allowing a glimpse into the possible world of health, Writers In Treatment was there to make the necessary connections so that treatment was made available in such a way, it was almost like having a fast-pass, anti-red tape expeditor to get through an otherwise complex system. It is comforting to know that Writers In Treatment is there for you when you need it.
—Eduard R., North Hollywood, CA

I am sober today, I am grateful to you, and I am with the program now. When people ask me how I got to rehab, I tell them it was a “God Shot”—which meeting you was. I truly hope I can be of service to Writers in Treatment one day.
—Mary K., Los Angeles, CA

I can’t believe the time has gone so fast! My 30th day of sobriety is tomorrow! I wish you could see me now, Leonard ... I’m so healthy! This month flew by and I feel like I’m a completely different person than I was when I arrived. I can’t thank you enough for that. THANK YOU.
—Katherine L., Kirkland, WA
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